Introduction
In this paper we will discuss some very natural consequences of the existence theorem of so called hypergeometric shift operators, which is proved in [02] (Theorem 3.6). These shift operators play a role, as their name indicates, in the theory of generalized hypergeometric functions of several variables associated with root systems as developed in the papers [HO] , [HI, [O1] and [02] . The above mentioned existence theorem is based on the main result of Heckman's paper [H] , which states that a certain second order differential operator L, associated with a root system R and a multiplicity function ~ on R, has certain special eigenfunctions that are Niisson class functions with a prescribed monodromy behaviour. The underlying principle in Heckman's result is, as far as we understand at this moment, the so called Riemann-Hilbert correspondence (in the form obtained by P. Deligne [D] ).
In order to give the reader an idea what shift operators are we take a look at the simplest possible example, namely the case where R=BC1.
The general theory boils down to the theory of the ordinary hypergeometric function d F(~,/3, 7; z) here, and an example of a shift operator is the operator d~' by virtue of the relation ~d F(~, fl,?;z)=~flF(~+l,/3+1, 7+ 1" z).
The idea to apply such operators in the theory of multivariable analogues of hypergeometric functions associated with root systems was used for the first time in Koornwinder's paper [K] (he introduced such an operator for the system BC 2 and used it to study the Jacobi polynomials). Let me describe briefly the results we will achieve in this paper:
(1.) (Section 4). Let R be a root system and ~ a Weyl group invariant function on R, with values in the nonnegative integers. The constant term of the Laurent polynomial 1-I (1-h~) ~-is equal to is a special case of Conjecture 6.11 of [HO] (for a definition of Jacobi polynomials we refer the reader to [HO] , Definition 3.13). We refer the reader to [M 1] for an outstanding treatise on the conjectures 1) and 3). Note that, if R is reduced and Y=,(~V~R, 1) is actually only the case q = 1 of a more general conjecture, the so called q-analogue of the constant term conjecture (see [M 1], Conjecture 3.1). This conjecture is of course beyond the scope of the shift operators we use here. However, Macdonald has developed a theory of q-analogues of Jacobi polynomials (see [M2] ) and one could hope for existence of q-analogues of shift operators in this theory, which could possibly be used towards the solution of this generalization.
Notations and general concepts
Let a be an Euclidean space of dimension n provided with an inner product (.,.), and let Rca* be a root system, possibly non reduced, that spans a*. Denote by W the group generated by the orthogonal reflections in the hyperplanes ~• the so-called Weyl group associated with R. Write P for the lattice of R, so P={2sa*l(2, ev)e7Zg~eR}, where ev= az~(av is called weight ( a coroot; the set {av},~R is again a root system, the coroot system), and write Q for the root lattice, thus Q=Z.R. Let H be the complex torus characterized by the properties 1) Lie(H) = 1) = C | a and 2)/-) = the character lattice of H = P.
In other words: H~D/M with M= {X~t)[2(X)~2~iTZV2~P}. Write H=ATfor the "polar decomposition" of H; here A is the split part of H and T the compact part. The natural map D~H is denoted by "exp" and we will use the symbol h ~ for the character on H corresponding with 2eP (so hZ=e z~x) if XeD such that exp(X)=h). Choose a system of positive roots R+ in R. Let P+ be the corresponding set of dominant weights, i.e. P+ = {2eP [(2, e) 
(Note that this definition of the c-function is a considerable simplification compared with our original definition (see [HO] , Definition 6.4). We are indebted to Prof. Macdonald for suggesting this simplification to us). The c-function plays an important role in the theory of hypergeometric functions and, as we will see, in particular in this paper.
The following theorem is due to Heckman, and will be used in Sect. 4.
Theorem. ([HI, Theorem 8.5). The polynomials P(I~, ,(; t), #~P_, are orthogonal with respect to the inner product (.,.)~. Moreover
(P(/~, k), P(/z, k)), = lira c(-It+p(,C)+e, ~)c(-p(~C)+Woe, ~() ~-o c(p(~t)+e, ,Oc(fi_p(~)+Woe ' ~() ~ 16(~, t)[dt
T where w o ~ W is the longest element and fi = -w oI~. []

Properties of shift operators
We now arrive at the important notion of shift operator. A shift operator S with shift fe~ is an element of ~[Jf]@~, (~, being the Weyl algebra of polynomial differential operators in the variables zi) which satisfies:
From this definition it is clear that S(Y) acts on the Jacobi polynomials as follows: = G(:, ~f) 
oS'(~f), where S'(,() commutes with L(Y). []
Among the properties that are derived in [Opl] we mention the following, which will be used in the subsequent sections of this paper (A) For Pc&, we write P* for the formal transpose of P(i. It is easy to see that q~ is a biholomorphic map from a neighbourhood of the origin to a neighbourhood of the identity element. So if Pe~,(zi) we can write P = ~fk (where k denotes a multiindex), with fk analytic in a neighbourhood of the origin. Let e(P) denote the lowest homogeneous part of P 8
with respect to the weighted Euler vectorfield E=~ ~ dipi ~p~p. We thus obtain a map:
It is not difficult to see that e is actually the same map as defined in ( 
(3.5)
Proof Theorem 3.3 (ii) implies (CT denoting constant term):
CT(G([, Y))(e).f (e).
On the other hand, the function 1 is equal to the Jacobi polynomial P(0, ~f; h). Hence
from which we conclude the validity of (3.5 Proof Take diEM and choose #6P_ arbitrarily. Consider the following identity, which obviously holds if ~,ER+ is sufficiently positive (Va~R) (see Sect. 3, property A)) (so the dependence on ~t cancels as should !). 
The function r( -(p (•), ~v) _ (5, cd3 + 89 "40 r((p (,f, ~v) + 89 "4~ + "4~) c(p('4)+5, '4)= ~+l-I r(-(p('4), ~)-(
~.+ ((p(~), ~v)+ 89
The last equality is obtained in the following way: if we put ~ = e = ~ ei
then VaeR ~ (p(~), ~v)=(p(e), aV)=ht(av), the height of av in the root system h t(ctv)+ 1 (R~ v. So we have: a= [l ht(av) . In order to see that his is equal to [WI 
Evaluation of Jacobi polynomials at the identity element
In [HO] we conjectured that the value at the identity element e~H of the hypergcometric function associated with the root system R should be 1, in analogy with the group case ( [HO] , Conjecture 6.11). In this section we will show that the existence of shift operators implies a partial affirmation of this conjec- 
c(-p(,~), ,0 q(G(--d,, ~))(--p(~))
r (-p(,4) , ~-~; e).F(2, ,4; e) Now take the lowest homogeneous part of this equation (see Sect. 3 C)):
where H(,(; x)= IF] I~(x)l ~= (so in this formula we assume that '4~6R+, sufficeR+ ciently positive. Note that the map e we used here us an extension to the localization of ~k,(z~ .... , z,) at A2.O of the map we defined in Sect. 3C)). Use the expression (3.2) for q (G(-gi, ~) ) and Cor. 5.2 to write this as follows: 
~(p(~). ~) .H(2(e--~)).
Observe that e(G+)=e (G) 
(6.5)
At this point we assume that i~{1 .... ,m} is such that 2C~nR=0, and we apply Lemma 6.1. Formula (6.5) becomes: (-2zp(,O, z,O -~.1]+ r(z(k,~+(p(,O, ~v) 
))
First we study the asymptotic behaviour of these two functions. The following theorem was conjectured by Yano and Sekiguchi in their paper rY.s]. In this section we will show that this theorem is an easy consequence of the previous section of this paper.
7.1. Theorem. Let R be a reduced root system and put I= l-I ~2. Hence, if we use Gauss' multiplication formula, (7.1) becomes" 
